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ABSTRACT

The fastest growing professional population of those serving local churches in 
the UMC in the US is local pastors (full-time and part-time), who are generally 
not seminary degreed, ordained, or guaranteed employment. Therefore, they 
don’t receive the enculturation, formation, and professional development as 
do those who are set apart for full-time, lifelong ordained leadership in the 
church (which remains the presumptive monolithic assumption out of which 
our UM polity for credentialing, support and accountability comes). And yet, 
they are fulfilling the functions, roles, and responsibilities of the pastor-in-
charge not only in their congregations, but also in their communities and 
regions. By creating affinity cohorts for LLPs and PTLPs, the unique 
experiences and areas for formation and development will be addressed with 
a Cohort Coach, as well as the completion of a Capstone Project which 
contributes to problem-solving leadership skills for the pastor, involvement of 
the congregation, affirmation by the DS, and a positive “win” for the 
clergy/congregation team. All of this will be done in a mutually upbuilding, 
non-evaluative, generative, theological, and practical space that can model 
future ministry relationships for the LLP and PTLP, and relationships with other 
clergy serving as pastors-in-charge.



Research
Given the rise of under-researched and under-resourced part-time local pastors (PTLPs), the 
purpose of my 2020 qualitative case study research was to understand the unique professional 
experiences and labor conditions of UM PTLPs in isolated, rural, and declining communities within 
the Mountain Sky Conference. Using a framework of higher education part-time adjuncts (the 
fastest growing professional population within that discipline), four types of PTLPs were identified: 
Career PTLP, Transitioning PTLP, Second Season PTLP, and Occasional Supply PTLP.  

Findings
Unique leadership rooted in call, passion, and 
commitment
Course of Study (COS) synchronous learning not meeting 
asynchronous time and cost needs
Geographic and professional positionality contributes to 
isolation
Congregational and community culture can be at odds 
with each other
Professional resources are needed  including financial 
advocacy, mentors & cohorts, and ongoing development

Recommendations
MILD:

1. Affinity Cohorts with learning and outcomes objectives.
2. COS compliance with expectation and celebration of accomplishments
3. Clear expectations of PTLPs and cost of their ministry re. COS, benefits, and professional 

development
4. Reading and recognition of PTLPs at AC and other ministry events

MEDIUM:
1. Coaching Cohorts with developed plan with DS and Cohort Coach

2. Augment COS with asynchronous contextual learning
3. Pre-appointment expectation conference between DS, clergy, and church
4. Ritualizing of ministry of LP and PTLPs as a part of ordination/consecration

HOT:
1. Coaching Cohorts with ministry plan and opportunity to present outcomes at an AC workshop

2. Create a WJ modular, asynchronous, and contextual COS that is attuned to the local authority of 
appointing and deploying local pastors for contextual settings, rather than for full-time, lifelong 
ministry

3. Pre-appointment expectation conference includes setting accountability goals for next year
4. Developing strategy team for rethinking benefits for LLPs and PTLPs


